Books
Brock, Betty. NO FLYING IN THE HOUSE.
A tiny talking dog arrives at the home of the rich Mrs.
Vancourt and asks shelter for herself and her companion,
a little girl.
Hayes, Sarah. THE CRUMBLING CASTLE (Easy Reader).
Hoping to enjoy a quiet life working spells in the basement
of his new castle, Zeb the wizard finds his life very
unpeaceful thanks to Jason the crow and the castle's
other zany occupants.
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Books of

FANTASY
for Younger Readers

Jones, Elizabeth Orton. TWIG.
After she is made tiny by magic, Twig finds friendship
and adventure with Elf, the Fairy Queen, and the
Sparrow family.
Petti, Ken. ZENDA AND THE GAZING BALL
Twelve-year-old Zenda of Azureblue, a magical planet,
looks forward to her gazing ball ceremony to reveal the
unique lessons to guide her through life, but when she
breaks her gazing ball, the future seems lost.
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Suggested Series
SECRETS OF DROON series by Tony Abbott

Eric, Julie, and Neal, a trio of best friends from our world stumble upon the
magical world of Droon, a realm populated by wizards and sorcerers, helpful
pillow-shaped folks called Purple Lumpies, fleet six-legged beasts called pilkas, and such strange landscapes as invisible cities, volcano palaces, vanishing islands, and castles under the sea.

The FAIRY SCHOOL series by Gail Herman

Travel to Fairy School, where four first grade fairies study subjects like cloud
shaping and flower painting. Aimed at young readers who dream of what like
to have magic powers...Turns out, little fairies have lots of the same problems
little girls have, too!

The JEWEL KINGDOM series by Jahnna N. Malcolm
The four Princesses of the Jewel Kingdom have fun and adventure as they oppose the Darklings, the enemies of their people.

The MAGIC ELEMENTS QUARTET by Mallory Loehr

UNICORNS OF BALINOR series by Mary Stanton

Polly, Sam, and their older brother Joe find magical adventures based on mythology and the four ancient elements - water, earth, air, and fire.

DRAGON SLAYERS' ACADEMY series by Kate McMullen

Sally, Phoebe, and their friend Lucinda, a junior witch, are always getting into
situations where Lucinda’s magical powers are needed.

A girl and her unicorn embark upon a quest to restore peace in the magical
land of Balinor.

The SPELLCASTERS series by Holly Warriner

When a traveling minstrel foretells that he is to become a hero, Wiglaf sets
out to fulfill his destiny: he signs up at the Dragon Slayers' Academy. But
how can he ever hope to be a dragon slayer when he can't even stand the
sight of blood?

SPIDERWICK CHRONICLES by Tony DiTerlizzi and Holly Black
When the Grace kids move into their new home mysterious things start to
happen. Could their Great Uncle Spiderwick's book - A Field Guide to the
Fantastical World Around You - hold the answers?

AVALON, WEB OF MAGIC series by Rachel and Shelly Roberts
Emily, Kara and Adriane were unlikely friends, until they discovered the secret they shared - magic! Now, they have joined together and with the help of
some magical creatures, they must fight the evil that is threatening their
world!

The DRAGONLING series by Jackie French Koller
Hoping to be just like his heroic older brother, Darek anticipates his first
Dragonquest, until he accidentally befriends a baby dragon and must return it
to the Valley of the Dragons in order to save it.

The LITTLES series by John Peterson

The Littles are a normal family in every way except one-they’re less than six
inches tall. They live in the house that belongs to the Biggs family, facing
lots of humorous challenges because of their small size.

The WORST WITCH series by Jill Murphy
Young Mildred Hubble, an apprentice witch with a reputation for being the
worst student at Miss Cackle's Academy for Witches, finds her magical klutziness keeps getting her into lots of trouble.

The TIME WARP TRIO series by Jon Scieszka

Joe, Sam, and Fred use The Book to transport themselves magically to different times and places in history or mythology, where they have to try to survive
the hilarious misadventures they encounter. (And once they even meet the
characters from their Summer Reading List!)

PIXIE TRICKS series by Tracey West

Sprite, a Royal Pixie Tricker, has to find some troublesome escaped pixies and
trick them back into the Otherworld. Sprite’s human helper is a little girl
named Violet.

The FAIRY REALM by Emily Rodda

Jessie discovers the Fairy Realm, a magical world of fairies, elves, and mermaids ruled by a queen in a golden palace. But all is not well in the Realm.
Can Jessie use her intelligence, courage, and good sense to save this land?

DELTORA QUEST / SHADOWLANDS series by Emily Rodda
On his sixteenth birthday, Lief, the son of a blacksmith, faces the greatest
challenge of his life. He must venture into the darkest and most terrible places
in all of Deltora to find the seven magical gems stolen from the Belt of
Deltora.

